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“Over the past 10 years, parties to the conflict have perpetrated the most heinous violations of international
humanitarian law and violations and abuses of international human rights law. [...] Progovernment forces,
but also other warring parties, resorted to methods of waging war and used weaponry that minimized risks
to their fighters, rather than those minimizing harm to civilians.” (Conclusions, UN-Report, 21.1.2021: 19)
In 2021, an independent United Nations (UN) Commission of inquiry found that all parties to the
conflict in Syria were guilty of war crimes. The actors concerned include not only government troops
from home and abroad, but also armed groups such as the IS or Kurdish People's Defence Units
(YPG). The Syrian crisis is therefore closely linked to the Kurds in the Middle East. Their resistance
organisations have taken up the cause of founding their own state, a maximum demand that they
want to put on the agenda of the international peace negotiations. However, as party programs show,
Kurdish separatism does not stop at the borders of Syria but falls on fer-tile ground in neighbouring
Turkey as well as in Iraq and Iran. A change in Syria's national borders would therefore also endanger
the existence of its neighbouring states.
As the following analysis of the historical and conceptual framework shows, this goal of Kurdish
nationalism contradicts the norms of international law. Because its representatives put their national
agenda ahead of the UN's imperative for peace, they remain excluded from UN peace negotiations.
Moreover, Kurdish regional politicians violate UN minimum standards of political rights in their selfgoverning provinces in northern Syria or northern Iraq without these violations being sufficiently
documented and legally punished. They thus violate basic principles of separation of powers, both
at the horizontal and vertical levels of state administration. This analysis focuses on those peace
policy instruments of international law that have already been created by international organisations
such as the UN, the Council of Europe or the OSCE to effectively protect linguistic minorities such
as the Kurds from discrimination and to strengthen their regional self-government structures.
In order to maintain confidence in these international agreements, governments should not allow
themselves to be used to suppress opposition movements in third countries any more than they
should be used to support the aims of separatist organisations. Caution is required because the UN
Charter prohibits interference in the internal affairs of other states. Moreover, there is a danger of
being drawn into the spiral of escalation of violent conflict. Since autumn 2015, Germany has been
particularly at risk because it took in about a third of all asylum seekers within the EU. Around half
of them came from states with a Kurdish minority. According to voluntary data, every third Syrian
asylum seeker is of Kurdish descent, among Iraqis the figure is even two thirds. They meet a large
number of immigrants of Turkish descent, which creates an unmanageable potential for conflict. ...
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Historical, terminological and normative
contexts of the Kurdish Question(s)
The starting point for this analysis is the violent
conflicts over the rights of the population of Kurdish identity in the Middle East, which have flared
up again and again since the collapse of the Ottoman Empire after the First World War (191418). At first, violent resistance by Kurdish militias
was concentrated in the north-east of Iraq, which
became independent in 1932. It was not until the
early 1980s that it spread to the south-east of Turkey and the north-west of Iran and finally also included the north of Syria with the start of the Syrian civil war. The special geographic location has
contributed to the fact that the conflicts over the
rights of the Kurdish population today involve
more than a tension between the minority and the
majority. Current analyses go even further and
claim that "the Kurdish conflict is being overshadowed by other internal and regional conflicts" and
is therefore unlikely to be resolved in the foreseeable future (Mihatsch 2020). However, these
causal connections can also be interpreted differently: if states want to improve their bilateral relations and contribute to solving regional conflicts in
the longer term, they can start doing so themselves. They always have the opportunity to disentangle the conflict structures by reducing their
domestic tensions.

Figure 1:
States with Kurdish minorities

Source: Own compilation according to: Turkey on the globe (AfroEurasia centered).svg, Wikipedia, 20.4.2011.
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Therefore, the present analysis focuses on the
domestic political situation of the states concerned. This first chapter will present the arguments for this and explain the methodical approaches. This begins with a discussion of those
concepts on which the conflict is based, starting
with the question "Who are the Kurds?" (dw. com,
28.7.2015). This runs through the entire literature
and leads to the realisation that it can be answered differently depending on the observer and
his normative background. Because an attribution
of identity does not depend solely on historical
facts or social conventions that are reflected in legal texts and international treaties. In the social
sciences it is undisputed today that it is above all
a decision made by the individual, which interacts
closely with the concept of nation. It is only when
this is defined in ethnic-cultural terms that deviating "national minorities" arise, which can be exposed to negative and positive discrimination.
Withheld, promised or redeemed participation
rights then determine the political discourse.
The Kurdish Conflicts in Regional and InterNational Contexts
The initial thesis on the multidimensionality of the
Kurdish conflicts can be be specified in retrospect
over the last 100 years: From the beginning, rivalries between the newly founded successor states
of the Ottoman Empire, such as Turkey, Iraq and
Syria, for border areas influenced their domestic
development. In addition, the mandated powers
directly influenced the state reorganisation: Great
Britain administered the Ottoman provinces of
Mosul, Baghdad and Basra until independence
was proclaimed as the Kingdom of Iraq and its
accession to the League of Nations on October 3,
1932 (Dawisham 2009). Turkey thus lost its
claims to the eastern parts of Mosul on the border
with Iran. But the hopes of the local population
with a majority Kurdish identity for their own state
were also disappointed. Until then, the British
mandate administration had supported an ethniclinguistic differentiation of the Ottoman population, whose social relations had previously been
shaped by religious affiliation. In particular, the
British promoted Kurdish nationalism and even
held out the prospect of territorial self-government
(Natali 2005: 27).
A good fifteen years after the Mosul question
was settled (1926), Great Britain got involved
again in the Kurdish question. This time it was no
longer just about domestic and regional interests,
but about international power politics. In 1941, the
British military, together with the Soviet army, occupied Iran because of its rich oil resources. After
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the war ended, however, Moscow wanted to
maintain its influence in the north of the country.
It therefore supported separatist movements,
their parties and military organisations among
Turkic and Kurdish-speaking Iranians. In early
1946, they declared two new states independent:
the autonomous republic of Azerbaijan (outside
today's republic of the same name) and the Republic of Kurdistan, the latter known as the Republic of Mahabad (bundestag.de, 7.3.2016).
Since these state foundations were accompanied
by an expansion of Soviet ideology, London
changed its strategy and from then on, together
with the USA, defended the restoration of Iran's
state sovereignty. With the additional help of Iraqi
fighters, they reached their goal after just a few
months, which meant that the so-called Iran crisis
was over. However, the militarily enforced withdrawal of Soviet troops from Iran also marked the
beginning of the Cold War that followed.
In addition to the East-West confrontation over
rival political and economic systems, religious
factors have also been involved in the Kurdish
conflicts since the revolution in Iran (1979). With
the establishment of a Shiite theocracy, the bilateral agreements of Algiers (13 June 1975) between Iran and Iraq gradually lost their importance. In these agreements, both countries
had recognized their common state border and
committed themselves not to interfere in internal
affairs. This included the extradition of "subversive elements" (Treaty 13.6.1975), i.e. Iraqi Kurds
who received support in Iran for their resistance
to Saddam Hussein's rule, and Islamist oppositionists who were planning to overthrow the Iranian Shah regime in Iraq. As a result of this bilateral agreement, the supreme Shiite cleric Ruhollah Khomeini had to leave Iraq for France (1978),
from where he continued his mission. However,
no sooner had Khomeini seized power in Tehran
than Saddam, with the support of the secular
western world, Hussein started the first Gulf War
(1980-88). He staged himself as a spearhead
against a theocratic system whose pioneers he
himself had offered exile for years. Under these
new war conditions, the Kurdish resistance in
northern Iraq grew stronger, but was fought by the
Iraqi and Turkish armies. The poison gas attack
in the Iraqi city of Halabja (1988) with the participation of German companies became a symbol
of the suffering of the Kurdish population in particular (handelsblatt.com, 25.4.2018).
This may be one reason why the Kurds found
more and more support from western states after
the end of system competition in 1990, but again
not altruistically: since 2014, Kurdish militias have
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been armed and trained with the aim of preventing the spread of the Islamic State (IS) in Iraq and
Syria (Gürbey 2015). The fact that many peshmerga from northern Iraq still associate this with
the goal of an independent Kurdistan and give
free rein to their Kurdish nationalism does not
seem to bother the alliance partners (deutschlandfunk.de, 15.7.2015). They claim that their
help is limited exclusively to the fight against the
"terrorist militia IS" (Die Linke, 6.3.2019). Different
statements from official government agencies
would not be expected because international law
is based on the sovereignty of the 193 UN members. According to Article 2 (4) of the UN Charter,
they may neither threaten nor use force and must
respect the "territorial integrity" of others (UNCharta 1945). This principle has often been violated. As a rule, however, only the permanent
members of the UN Security Council can afford
such actions that violate international law, because they know how to prevent sanctions
through their right of veto. Finally, the experience
of the international community with "humanitarian
interventions" such as in Libya has again confirmed the relevance of the ban on the use of UN's
prohibition of the use of force (Haedrich 2016).
The concept of Nation in Modern International
Law since 1919
Modern international law did not begin with the
entry into force of the UN Charter (24 oct.1945).
Rather, it goes back to the peace treaties after the
First World War in 1919/20, which established the
League of Nations, the predecessor organisation
of the United Nations. Its statute was part of all
five Paris Suburban Treaties, so that the signatory states agreed to the principles that fundamentally changed the international state order of
the time. These already included the commitment
"to promote international co-operation and to
achieve international peace and security" (Preamble, League of Nations 1919, Figure 2).
Through this document, the political concept of
nation became the basis of modern international
law, which is particularly clear in the English,
French and Spanish terminology: "Völkerbund" is
the German translation of eng. “League of Nations”, French “Société des Nations” and Spanish
“Sociedad de las Naciones”. The term "nation,
people" was thus used synonymously for the "nation-state" and its people as a whole.
This terminological basis of the Covenant of
the League of Nations, on which the contracting
states had agreed, was of enormous importance
in many respects and is still underestimated in
many places today (cf. Breuer 2020). On the one
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hand, it was and is the decisive prerequisite for
settling border disputes. In the 19th century and
increasingly since 1990, these were legitimised
with property claims derived from the historical
and cultural characteristics of the population in
the disputed border regions. Therefore, a separation between the political affiliation to a state as a
citizen and the affiliation to a linguistic, cultural or
religious community is a viable way to solve the
resulting tensions peacefully and regulate them
contractually. For the population of states has always been and remains multicultural, even if
some political systems link their citizenship to certain cultural factors such as language or religion.
They are free to do so within the framework of
their guaranteed national sovereignty, but since
1919 international law has ultimately been based
on citizenship as a political nation, not on the cultural identity of its holders (britannica.com).

Figure 2:
Covenant of the League of Nations (1919)
Part I. The Covenant of the League of Nations.
[Only in the German translation:] This Part I. of the
treaty is a component of all five Paris Suburban Treaties (Versailles Treaty, State Treaty of St. Germain,
Peace Treaty of Trianon, Peace Treaty of Neuilly,
Peace Treaty of Sevres) of 1919 and 1920 [...] repealed by resolution of the Federal Assembly of April
18, 1946 (dissolution of the League of Nations)
THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES,
In order to promote international co-operation and to
achieve international peace and security by the acceptance of obligations not to resort to war, [...]
Agree to this Covenant of the League of Nations. [...]
Article 10
The Members of the League undertake to respect
and preserve as against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing political independence of
all Members of the League. In case of any such aggression or in case of any threat or danger of such
aggression the Council shall advise upon the means
by which this obligation shall be fulfilled. [...]
Article 12
The Members of the League agree that if there
should arise between them any dispute likely to lead
to a rupture, they will submit the matter either to arbitration or to inquiry by the Council, and they agree in
no case to resort to war until three months after the
award by the arbitrators or the report by the Council.
[...]
Source: League of Nations 1919, The Covenant of
the League of Nations [Highlighting blue: S.R.].
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On the other hand, the political understanding
of the nation was a decisive step for domestic development. Above all, democratic systems that
promise their citizens equality and a say in society
are dependent on such an understanding of the
nation. Because as soon as the constitution and
legislation define the nation culturally, minorities
are created, and discrimination is allowed – both
negative and positive. This is the starting point of
demands for state independence that exist in
many countries today. They are based on a different concept of nation, which derives nationality
from cultural identity. According to this definition,
nation and nation-state are not synonymous, rather nations exist beyond statehood. Nevertheless, independence movements in particular use
this model to demand a “right to self-determination” and a state of their own for their cultural community. If the United Nations were to adopt this
terminology, their number could increase from the
current 193 to 1,000 or more nations or states
(cia.gov, gfbv.de, Wikipedia, 3.1.2022). Anyone
who follows this culturally defined nation concept
would have to explain at the same time how world
peace can be maintained on such a basis of international law.
Representatives of the culturally determined
nation model also base their approach on the reorganisation of states after the First World War.
They interpret the collapse of the multicultural
empires into modern successor states as the realisation of the cultural nation model that emerged
during the 19th century. The right to self-determination is therefore primarily granted to various
cultural and linguistic communities, which are often also described as "nationalities": "The strict
orientation towards statehood and positive international law gave way to the ideals of the nationality principle" (Elsner 2000: 61, Schubert/Klein
2020).
However, the envisaged nation or nationality
concept could not be realised because the new
states were obliged to adhere to the normative
framework of the Paris Peace Treaties, which remained bound to modern international law. The
modern nation as a community of political will was
finally expressed through the establishment of
new multicultural states in the State Treaty of
Saint-Germain-en-Laye (1919), for example with
the foundation of a "Serb-Croat-Slovene State" or
the "Czechoslovakia” (Vorortverträge 1919/20).
These indeed saw themselves as nations in the
political sense: "Long live our united Serbian-Croatian-Slovenian nation!" or "We, the Czechoslovakian people [...]" (Verfassungen Jugoslawiens
1918, Verfassungen der Tschechoslowakei 1920).
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However, it is part of the new principle of
states' sovereignty that they are allowed to determine their national identity themselves. Thus,
countries are free to anchor the culturally shaped
principle of nationality in their legislation instead
of the political concept of nation. There are numerous examples here: Czechoslovakia changed
its constitution after the Second World War
(1948), which from then on culturally determined
the “Czechoslovak people” with a subordinate
clause: “Czechs and Slovaks, two brother nations, members of the large family of Slavs” [...]
(Verfassungen der Tschechoslowakei 1948). The
pre-war borders were thus restored, but not the
political nation model from the founding phase.
German troops had occupied the country during
the Nazi dictatorship and divided it up according
to their ethnic-racist worldview. Under the influence of the Soviet Union during the Cold War,
both parts of the country were able to reunite, but
not the two nationalities to form the former political nation. This was because the USSR supported an ethnic differentiation according to the
nationality principle (Riedel 2015: 65). Over several stages, the country was first federalised and
finally in 1993 it was definitively divided along
these cultural lines.
Turkey is another example of the tension that
arose after the First World War between the understanding of nationhood under international law
and the principle of nationality. Mirroring the
Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (1919) for the
dissolution of the Habsburg monarchy, the Peace
Treaty of Sèvres (10.8.1920) was intended to reorganise the multicultural Ottoman Empire into
new states. Maßgebliche Akteure forderten nach
dem Nationalitätenprinzip eine Aufteilung der osmanischen Staatsbürger nach ihrer kulturellen
Identität und die Gründung neuer Staaten, so
etwa auch für die Kurden. Diesen Plänen widersetzte sich Kemal Atatürk und erzwang von den
Alliierten ein neues Friedensabkommen, den Vertrag von Lausanne (24.7.2023).
With this, Turkey was internationally recognised and its residents, regardless of their cultural
identity, were granted Turkish citizenship (Treaty
of Lausanne 1923, Art. 30 f.). The spirit of the
League of Nations was also reflected in Article 38,
which gave all citizens equal legal status, regardless of their cultural identity (op. cit., Figure 6). A
year later, the new Turkish Constitution confirmed
this principle: "The name Turk, as a political term,
shall be understood to include all citizens of the
Turkish Republic, without distinction of, or reference to, race or religion." (Article 88, Constitution
of Turkey 1924). Only in the years that followed
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did this principle lose importance, because Atatürk gradually established a new state doctrine
through religious and cultural policy, which was
finally reflected in Article 2 of the constitution
(5.2.1937). This specifies Turkey as "republican",
"secular" and nationalist (türk. milliyetçi, cf. “loyal
to the nationalism of Atatürk”, Constitution of Turkey 2002).
Who are the Kurds? – Answers between
external and self-attribution
In contrast to the Habsburg Monarchy, which
since 1867 had pursued a tolerant language policy towards the non-German-speaking population, thus contributing to the identity formation of
its nationalities (Marung et al. 2017: 61, Habsburgermonarchie 1980), the Ottoman Empire did not
yet know a corresponding linguistic differentiation. The ethnically understood concept of nationality referred to the affiliation to one of the recognised denominations, as expressed in the Turkish
term millet – nation (from ar.  ملة- milla for religious community, Riedel 14/2020:2). In addition,
the Ottoman language differs from today's Turkey-Turkish, which was not standardized until
1928. The Ottoman official language represented
a mixed language that had grown together over
the centuries from three large language families.
While its grammatical structure was based on a
Turkic language of Central Asian origin, the vocabulary consisted mainly of cultural words from
the rich Arabic or Persian literature. The Turkic
dialects, on the other hand, were hardly ever written down. Especially in the reform period from the
beginning of the 19th century, the need for such
literary language elements grew: "In this way, for
example, the reception of Western medicine and
science was linguistically managed, [...]" (Sievert
2018: 24).
It was therefore part of the educational standard of the Ottoman elite to master all three languages, Ottoman (Turkish), Arabic and Persian.
During the time of the Tanẓīmāt Reforms (18391876), the Ottoman state founded the first secular
schools in competition with the traditional religious educational institutions (Öz 2013). The socalled tribal schools (osm. Mekteb-i ʿAşīret-i Hümāyūn) for the children of notables from all over
the empire document the endeavor (Rogan 1996)
to use these three written languages to promote
the integration of Ottoman society and prevent
the disintegration of the empire along ethnic dividing lines. In addition to the Turkic and Arabicspeaking population, this also affected the Kurds,
whose dialects offered easy access to the Persian written language because both belong to the
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large Iranian language group. For centuries, the
written language standard of Persian was the language of education of numerous dynasties outside of the Ottoman Empire, for example in present-day Iran, Mongolia, in the Caucasus and on
the sub-Indian continent, where Persian was only
replaced by English as the official language in
1835 (Elger 2018: 255). The Ottoman ideal of education did not follow the emerging nationalism
that favoured the standardisation of dialects into
new "folk" or standard languages in Europe. Rather, the educational level of the ruling elites
should be made accessible to a larger part of the
population.
The change in the state doctrine of modern
Turkey in 1928, away from the non-denominational and multi-ethnic nation of the Ottomans and
towards a nationalistic doctrine based on the nationality principle, marginalised the Kurdish-speaking population in two respects. On the one hand,
together with other Sunni Muslims, it lost its leading position in state and society, but on the other
hand, it suffered linguistic marginalisation as a re-

sult of the creation of the modern Turkish official
language, to which numerous Arabic and Persian
culture words were sacrificed. From then on, the
Kurdish dialects were not only perceived as foreign, but also stigmatised as a relic of the elitist
Ottoman educational system due to their proximity to Persian. This inspired Kurdish writers to promote the standardisation of Kurdish and its recognition as an official language. In this way, Kurmanji emerged as a regional variant in Turkey,
which is also used in the border regions with Iran
and Iraq. There, however, Sorani and Southern
Kurdish dominate as different standard forms
alongside other Kurdish dialects (Sträuli 2018:
11).
However, maps showing the distribution area
of Kurdish, such as that one in Figure 3, can only
provide a rough orientation. This is because they
are mainly based on estimated values and scientific interpretations, i.e. they are predominantly
foreign attributions. Moreover, the necessary information is collected using different methods or
not at all, depending on the country. On the other

Figure 3:
Estimated distribution area of Kurdish language(s)

Souce: Kurdish languages map.svg, in: ArnoldPlaton, Wikipedia, 29. Mai 2014, Legend: S.R.
Note: From a scientific point of view, these estimates can be challenged: There is hardly any reliable data on them, for example from
surveys. The map is thus based exclusively on external attributions. Moreover, no distinction is made between standardised, written
language variants and dialects. Finally, the multilingualism of the population, which differs according to nationality, is not taken into
account. This alone makes ethnicity not clearly determinable, but multiple. Nevertheless, since the 19th century and the rise of nationalism, such maps have been used to change state borders.
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hand, they do not provide any information about
the multilingualism of the population, so that their
usually multiple identities are not even taken into
account. Therefore, such representations support
the thesis that a “nationality” can be derived from
“mother tongue” and ethnic origin, which is distinct from citizenship as a political category. While
it seems plausible for the 19th century to map the
ethnic composition of the population territorially,
this method is very problematic for the 20th and
even more so for the 21st century. As a result of
internal migration, a large proportion of Turks of
Kurdish origin and identity now live in the country's major cities, such as Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir (Galletti 1999). For this reason alone, the
founding of one or more Kurdish states cannot
promise a solution, at most shift problems.
Different models for the horizontal and
vertical separation of powers
If the relevant literature on Kurdish history and
culture focuses on their fate as an "oppressed
people" (Huch 2019), it usually establishes a continuity that is far removed from historical realities.
The modern concept of nation cannot be projected into a past in which civil rights did not yet
exist, but in which ruling dynasties and tribal
princes set the tone. Some sources speak of a
"double rule" under which the population of the
Ottoman Empire lived. They were just as exposed
to the provincial governors as to the local Agas,
the Kurdish tribal leaders who were closer to the
Sultan than to their own subjects. That is why
"The Kurdish intellectuals [...] were far removed
from separatist and nationalist concerns" (Strohmeier, Yalçın 2017: 86). Other historical accounts
point out that the difficult-to-access mountain regions of the empire, which included "parts of Kurdistan", were "largely left to themselves in exchange for annual lump-sum payments" (Reinkowski 2006: 44). Obviously, the local elites had
far more decision-making power under Ottoman
rule than is often claimed.
At the end of the 19th century, the Muslim ruling class in Ottoman society was striving for modernisation along European models, but the absolutist system of government did not allow this.
Therefore, the secret society of the Young Ottomans became increasingly popular for its reform
project: They tied in with the ideology of Ottomanism of past sultans and demanded the introduction of a constitutional monarchy, as already envisaged in the first constitution of 1876. However,
domestic unrest and the accession to power of
Abdülhamid II had thwarted this project. Even the
Young Turks, who had emerged from the Young
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Ottomans, initially fought for “Ottoman unity” and
thus for the preservation of the empire (Krämer
2016: 428). After the overthrow in 1908, which
went down in history books as the "Young Turk
Revolution", they were able to implement the constitutional monarchy that had already been conceived in 1876 (Verfassungen der Türkei 1926).
With the restoration of the Ottoman Parliament, the question of a “fair” representation of the
Ottoman citizens came to the centre for the time
being. The first constitution of the multi-ethnic empire had a clear answer to this: the sultan still retained the right to choose a third of the seats in
the House of Representatives, which contradicted the principle of equality. But the remaining
two-thirds of the deputies were elected by secret
ballot among the male Ottoman subjects. (Verfassungen der Türkei 1876). However, this horizontal distribution of political power was no longer
sufficient to stem separatist tendencies and the
collapse of the empire. Because with the equality
of all subjects, the regional elites lost their decision-making powers, also in the Kurdish areas of
south-eastern Anatolia and in the autonomous
provinces of the Arab-dominated Middle East.
The historically grown vertical division of powers
was considered backward in the modernising Ottoman state, so that it was sacrificed to the democratic principle of representation. This factor certainly contributed to its final demise after the end
of the First World War.
Modernisation in the neighbouring Persian
Empire proceeded somewhat different. Agas of
Turkmen origin, the Timurids, Safavids and, until
1925, the Kajars ruled for centuries. Contrary to
their ethnic origins, they used Persian as a cultural and administrative language to which the
majority Iranian-speaking population or their
elites, including the Kurdish tribal princes, had
easy access. With the introduction of the constitutional monarchy (5.8.1906) in response to the
threat from Britain and Russia, the modern principle of equality was applied for the first time. Article
2 of the Constitutional Law stated: "The National
Consultative Assembly is the representation of all
the people of the Persian lands who participate in
the social and political affairs of their fatherland."
(Persisches Verfassungsgesetz 1906) This took
into account the historically grown, vertical separation of powers. Because the “Persian lands”
meant, in addition to the capital Tehran, the 37
named provinces of the empire (Article 1, paragraph 6 of the 1906 constitution), to which the
“Kurdistan” region belongs to this day.
Despite this extensive renewal, internal unrest
and separatist tendencies occurred during the
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course of the First World War. But unlike the Ottoman Empire, Persia survived this phase while
retaining its new form of government. It even survived the severe state crisis of 1925 and the overthrow of the last Shah of the Kajar dynasty, who
was succeeded by the new ruling family of the
Pahlavis. Due to their Iranian-speaking descent,
the new Shah Reza Pahlevi supported the popularisation of Persian culture and history with the
result that Iranian nationalism gradually became
the state doctrine (Ghahari 2001). The core of this
ideology, similar to Turkish nationalism, was the
tracing of Persia's history back to the pre-Islamic
period (Fisch 2015). This was also the context for
the introduction of the current country name in
1935: "Iran" goes back to Middle Persian sources
that used the word "Ērān" (that means “country of
the Aryans”, cf. Encyclopædia Iranica). From the
Kurds’ point of view, this marked the beginning of
a period of “linguistic and cultural homogenisation
of society”, which went hand in hand with a centralisation of state administration and resulted in
the “suppression of tribal autonomy and the restriction of nomadism” (Strohmeier/Yalçın 2017:
153).
These historical experiences from the reform
period of the Ottoman Empire and Persia at the
beginning of the 20th century can be seen as a
tension between the horizontal and vertical division of power. As shown below (cf. Figure 4), it
can be illustrated by a few indicators that show
the quality of political participation of the population, including those of Kurdish origin and identity.
They form an analytical grid for the following
country examples. First and foremost comes the

political system, which is ideally divided into two
models with regard to the selected country examples: the authoritarian model of a presidential system and the democratic model with separation of
powers. Accordingly, the type of representation
differs between elected representatives and a ruling elite. With regard to the horizontal division of
power, it is above all the understanding of the nation that determines the inclusion or exclusion of
citizens and whether there are recognized (national) minorities. Finally, vertical power structures
also offer opportunities for involving the population in political decision-making processes. The
federal model goes furthest with self-government
rights at the local level, while the central state model tends to use autonomy statutes in the given
case.

The Rights of Kurds in Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria
In the following chapter, the previously developed
analytical grid is applied to all those states in
which a relevant population group with a Kurdish
identity lives today. The question of interest here
is which instruments of participation are used in
each case to ensure their political inclusion. It is
already possible to anticipate the important result
of the study that in all the country examples, the
Kurds do not represent a disenfranchised minority simply because all UN members have entered
into obligations in this regard. The scope of these
rights varies from case to case because the world
regions have developed different human rights
standards. In order to highlight this, Armenia and
Azerbaijan were included

Figure 4:
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vertical

Separation of powers
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Analysis grid for the horizontal and vertical separation of powers from a historical perspective
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democracy
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Source: Own compilation
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in the analysis, even though they are not considered part of the Middle East. A comparison with
Turkey is of interest because these three countries are member states of the Council of Europe,
which not only created special human rights
standards, but also documents for the protection
of so-called national minorities. In contrast, the
other three states Iran, Iraq and Syria are only
bound by bilateral and UN treaties, including the
human rights pacts. This brings other instruments
and regional actors in dealing with intra-state conflicts into focus. Their experiences, in particular
with the topic of regional autonomy and federalism, can therefore be more easily transferred to
other conflict situations worldwide than those of
the Council of Europe members.
Minorities in Armenia and Azerbaijan under
the protection of the Council of Europe
Armenia and Azerbaijan emerged as independent states as a result of the Russian October Revolution (7.11.1917) and the collapse of the Russian Tsarist Empire, but only for a short time because they came under the influence of the new
Soviet rule as early as 1922. The USSR's nationalities policy initially promoted the establishment
of a Transcaucasian Democratic-Federal Republic, which also included Georgia. Since the Soviet
Union rejected the political concept of the nation
and instead applied the nationality principle
based on cultural or ethnic criteria, Georgians, Armenians and Azerbaijanis were not only given the
legal status of a "nationality", but after the dissolution of their Transcaucasian federation in 1936
they each received its own soviet republic. However, the close interlocking of ethnicity and regional self-government rights resulted in the constitution of the Nagorno-Karabakh Autonomous
Region in Azerbaijan as early as 1923, where the
majority of Armenians lived and where Armenian
refugees from Turkey were also settled. With the
dissolution of the Soviet Union at the end of the
East-West confrontation, not only Armenia and
Azerbaijan but also Nagorno-Karabakh, which
belongs to Azerbaijan, invoked the right to selfdetermination. But the Republic of Artsakh, which
was proclaimed in 1991, was hardly recognised
internationally. To this day, with the help of the
Armenian army, it militarily occupies far more
than its original territory at Azerbaijan's expense
(Halbach 2020/A71).
The conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan
over the region of Nagorno-Karabakh / Artsakh
led to the displacement of about one million people on both sides in the early 1990s, so that the
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Eu-
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rope (OSCE) offered its mediation (bundestag.de
5.11.2020). In addition to the so-called Minsk
Group of the OSCE (Russia, USA, France), an
OSCE Special Representative for the Settlement
of the Transnistria Conflict and the OSCE High
Commissioner for the Protection of National Minorities support these peace negotiation (osce.
org). An important legal basis for these missions
is still the membership of both states in the OSCE
(Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe, since 1992) and in the Council of Europe
(since 2001). The latter resulted in the obligatory
ratification of the European Convention on Human Rights (1951) and other documents, including the optional Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities (1995, CoE,
1.2.1995). However, as the States Parties could
not agree on a universal definition (humanrights.
ch, 26.7.2016), it is at the discretion of the individual countries. For this reason, the population of
Kurdish identity has different rights of participation in the circle of Council of Europe members,
to which Turkey belongs (see below). These are
therefore not only based on national legislation,
but also on the international legal agreements of
the OSCE and the Council of Europe as well as
their reporting systems.
While most Eastern European states were admitted to the Council of Europe in the early 1990s,
the accession of the former Soviet republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan was delayed not only because of their conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh.

Figure 5:
The conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan
around Artsakh / Nagorno-Karabakh

Source: Own compilation, based on: Sivizius, in: Wikipedia, 8.10.2020
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Their transformation towards democracy and
the rule of law proved to be a long-term process.
Armenia only reacted to pressure from the Council of Europe in 2005 with constitutional reforms
that limited the strong position of the president in
favour of the parliament and thus gave validity to
the new multi-party system (Gasasjan 2005). At
the latest since its "velvet revolution" at the beginning of 2018, the country has been certified as
having made progress in its political and economic development (Halbach Mai / 2020, Armenien). Azerbaijan, on the other hand, did not satisfy the Council of Europe with its 2009 constitutional amendment. The strong position of the
President remained untouched, only his term of
office was reduced to two electoral terms. He
therefore continues to have great influence on the
formation of government and legislative initiatives
(Morgenthaler/Heuser 2009: 378). The new democratic system is therefore not trusted, so that the
55 registered parties are considered "politically
rather insignificant" (bamf.de 4/2020).
In terms of the political system, Armenia appears in a better light because one topic is hardly
considered, namely its understanding of the nation. Although Article 28 of the Armenian Constitution guarantees equal legal treatment for all citizens, the population of Armenian origin and identity enjoys a privileged position. Article 18 shows
that the country today sees itself again as a denominational nation: "The Republic of Armenia
shall recognise the exclusive mission of the Armenian Apostolic Holy Church, as a national
church", not only in a spiritual sense, as well as
"in the development of their national culture and
preservation of their national identity" (Constitution Armenia 2015). The religious factor of today's
national consciousness is based on historical
models with which the Soviet system broke from
1923 and compensated the Armenians with the
status of a (linguistic) "nationality". From the perspective of international law, Armenia's independence (1991) initially created an Armenian nation
in the political sense. However, since the new
constitution restricted this term to ethnic (linguistic and religious) affiliation, the question arose as
to the status of citizens of non-Armenian identity.
Under pressure from the Council of Europe, Armenia decided to give all 11 ethnic groups the
status of a “national minority”.
The figures from the last census in 2011 show
that, as a result of the war with Azerbaijan and the
expulsion of their ethnic group, there are effectively no Azeris living in Armenia today. Of the approximately 3 million citizens, 98 percent have an
Armenian identity in the ethnic sense. The largest
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"nationality" – arm. Ազգություն – are Yazidis
(35,308), follow by Russians (11,911), Assyrians
(2,769) and Kurds (2,162, cf. armstat.am 2011).
Since these statistics are based on the self-designation of the ethnic groups, it is under criticism
from outside actors. Kurdish organisations in particular complain that the Christian Yazidis are not
referred to as Kurds, even though their mother
tongue Yazidi is actually identical to Kurmanji.
They accuse Armenia of dividing the Kurdish language community according to the criterion of religious affiliation (Algin 2019). However, they also
reflect reality subjectively when they equate linguistic identity with nationality instead of religious
identity, thus creating "uniqueness" that does not
exist at the cultural level (Tagay/Orta 2016: 106).
An indicator for this is the individual multilingualism, which is often found among the Yazidis in Armenia (Chilingaryan 2011: 79 If one measures
their situation by the logic of one's own model of
a cultural or confessional nation, there is little to
complain about here. On 4.7.2019, a newly
formed Council of National Minorities of Armenia
met (mfa.am, 4.7.2019), where all representatives were able to take part in discussions on a
law on their participation in cultural life in the foreground (CoE, 15.6.2020).
In Azerbaijan, too, the inhabitants are legally
equal under Article 24 of the Constitution (Constitution Azerbaijan 2009). Although the ethnically
defined Azeris (approx. 92 per cent of the population) are mostly of the Muslim faith, there is no
state church or religion, in contrast to Armenia.
Articles 44 and 55 also confirm the right of all citizens to their own "national identity" and to cultivate their mother tongue. The status of an ethnic
group as one of 16 recognised "national minorities" is documented by the Council of Europe
(CoE, 21.11.2011: 33). Its 2011 report on "national composition" is based on the last census
(2009), according to which the Armenians are the
second largest "nationality" with 120,306, after
the Lezgins with 180,324 and followed by the
Russians (119,307), various Turkic peoples and
Kurds (6,065, Census 2009, stat.gov.az). However, these statistics on the "national composition" do not differentiate between "Kurds" and
"Yazidis", i.e. according to religious affiliation.
While the majority of the Armenian minority
lives predominantly in the disputed region of Nagorno-Karabakh, where, according to official statistics, they make up about one fifth of the population there (loc. cit., for a different presentation
cf. bpb.de, 19.11.2020), the Kurdish minority is
spread out to the neighbouring provinces of Kalbayar-Lakhine and Ganja-Dashkazan, as well as
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the Autonomous Republic of Nakhichevan, a
western enclave of Azerbaijan between Iran and
Armenia (see Figure 5). Article 47 of the constitution, which prohibits any kind of religious or national "agitation and propaganda", is therefore not
only directed against the Armenian insurgents of
the breakaway Republic of Artsakh with its Armenian "state church", but also against their Kurdish
supporters. The scope for interpretation of this
constitutional article leaves much room for measures that the minority perceives as discriminatory, such as their precarious situation as refugees (Riecke 2002). Reports on the participation
of Yazidi militias in the most recent military confrontation in autumn 2020 document that the Kurdish question extends into the Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict (alarabiya. net, 3.10.2020).
Apart from the unrecognised republic of Arzakh (president.nkr.am), which Azerbaijan does
not fully control despite the reconquests in in
2020, there is the Autonomous Republic of Nakhichevan with a Kurdish population. It has a selfelected parliament, but shows no ambitions for
state independence (nakhchivan.az). Article 11 of
the Azerbaijani constitution defends the unity of
the country: "The Republic of Azerbaijan shall not
yield any part of its territory, in any form, to anybody.” (Constitution Azerbaijan 2009) The state
borders may only be changed by a referendum,
which can be organised by parliament. Presumably due to concerns about further separatist efforts, there are no other regional administrative
structures, only 11 economic regions (stat.gov.az
Regions). Finally, reports from the Council of Europe confirm several deficits in local self-government. The 70 cities and districts have little power
and resources of their own (CoE, 17.7.2021,
Azerbaijan). This also reduces the participation
rights of the minorities. In contrast, Armenia is divided into 11 provinces or regions, which are administered by state governors, and 945 municipalities, which, however, have self-government
rights in the form of local parliaments (bamf.de
9/2019, Hoffmann 2015, Armenia). These structures were already created by a law in 2002,
which triggered a development towards decentralisation (parliament.am, 7.5.2020).
Turkey between democratisation,
minority politics and regionalisation
Turkey joined the Council of Europe in 1950,
shortly after its foundation, as its 13th member, so
that the issues of democracy, the rule of law and
human rights should be of particular concern to it
(CoE Turkey). After the end of the Second World
War, Turkey abandoned the model of one-party
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rule (1923-1945), which until then had ensured
that the Republican People's Party (Cumhuriyet
Halk Partisi, CHP) of state founder Kemal Atatürk
was the sole leadership power. For the first time,
new parties were now allowed alongside independent candidates. However, the continued
electoral success of the Democratic Party led to a
military coup in 1960, which brought the CHP
back to power. The years that followed were characterised by instability, so that the military soon
intervened again to defend the CHP's rule (1973).
The military coup of 1980 finally abolished the
multi-party system for about two years. Even
though Turkey then returned to its liberal course,
the new parties continued to be threatened by
bans. Between 1960 and 2010 alone, the Constitutional Court dissolved 20 parties because they
violated the values of Turkish secularism and nationalism (sueddeutsche.de, 11.5.2010).
Today, Turkey is the focus of various civil society organisations, which accuse it of serious human rights violations (ecoi.net). It is therefore an
interesting case as to why membership in the
Council of Europe hardly had a positive effect.
However, with the foundation of the European
Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in 1959, the
Council of Europe has a sanctioning mechanism
at its disposal, which has been steadily expanded
over the years. Since the adoption of Protocol No.
11 (1997) to the European Convention on Human
Rights (ECHR) it has been a permanently sitting
court with judges who are not bound by instructions and whose judgements must be observed.
Otherwise, the states concerned face sanctions
such as fines or exclusion proceedings. This contentious debate is currently being conducted with
regard to Russia and Turkey, which, contrary to
ECtHR decisions, are not releasing prisoners who
are critical of the government (bundestag.de,
27.4.2021). But the complaint of the Turkish businessman and human rights activist Osman Kavala shows the influential position of the Council
of Europe in making the case public and putting
Ankara under pressure (coe.int, 4.9.2020, rm.
coe.int, 28.5.2021). The exclusion of Turkey
would send a political signal, but the way to Strasbourg would remain blocked for all those affected
in the future. They would only be able to prosecute their state if it had adopted the relevant legal
standards as a member of the Council of Europe.
In addition, it should be borne in mind that Turkey has not acceded to all protocols and documents of the Council of Europe beyond the Human Rights Convention and cannot be legally
prosecuted for them (cf. ECHR Additional Protocols: EMRK Zusatzprotokolle, CoE Treaty list). A
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current example is Ankara’s withdrawal from the
Women's Rights Convention in early 2021, presumably to secure more support from Islamistminded voters (tagesspiegel.de, 20.3.2021). If
one considers only the ratified Council of Europe
documents, Turkey is behind Russia at the top of
the defendant member states. In 2020, it accounted for exactly 97 out of a total of 871 jurisdictions, with most judgments finding a violation
of the right to liberty and security, a fair trial, freedom of expression, and freedom of assembly and
association (echr.coe.int 2021: 11). This shows
that the ECtHR regards the discrimination of the
Kurdish population in Turkey primarily as a violation of human rights and a democratic deficit, including the most recent applications to ban the
pro-Kurdish Peoples' Democratic Party (HDP,
Halkların Demokratik Partisi, Can 2021).
Regarding the Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities (CoE, 1.2.1995)
the hands of the Council of Europe are tied because Turkey has not acceded to this collectivelaw treaty. It has no reporting system on the situation of the Kurdish minority there, as is the case
in Armenia and Azerbaijan (see above). Nonetheless, Turkey is committed to the legal equality of
its citizens, namely under the Lausanne Treaty
(1923), the founding document of modern Turkey.

Figure 6
Minority rights of Turkish citizens in the
Treaty of Lausanne (1923)
[...]. ARTIKEL 39
“Turkish nationals belonging to non-Moslem minorities will enjoy the same civil and political rights as
Moslems.
All the inhabitants of Turkey, without distinction of religion, shall be equal before the law.
Differences of religion, creed or confession shall not
prejudice any Turkish national in matters relating to
the enjoyment of civil or political rights, as, for instance, admission to public employments, functions
and honours, or the exercise of professions and industries.
No restrictions shall be imposed on the free use by
any Turkish national of any language in private intercourse, in commerce, religion, in the press, or in publications of any kind or at public meetings.
Notwithstanding the existence of the official language,
adequate facilities shall be given to Turkish nationals
of non-Turkish speech for the oral use of their own
language before the Courts.”
Source: Treaty of Lausanne 1923, Treaty of Lausanne,
in: The Treaties of Peace 1919-1923, Vol. II, New York:
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1924, last
modified: 20.5.2009, [Highlighting blue: S.R.].
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According to the League of Nations’ political concept of the nation, Article 39 states that no citizen
may be hindered in the practice of his religion or
in the use of his mother tongue (Treaty of Lausanne 1923, cf. Figure 6). Many publications have
deduced from the relevant articles 37-44 that this
treaty codified religious minority rights in the spirit
of the Ottoman Millet system (Strohmeier, Yalçın
2017: 97, faz.net, 11.3.2008) and "approved a gigantic 'population exchange' between Turkey and
Greece" (faz.net, 11.3.2008). However, the term
"non-Muslim minorities" is only used in the Lausanne Treaty in connection with the requirement
of non-discrimination; there is no mention anywhere of collective or special rights for certain religious communities, not even for Christian communities such as the Greek Orthodox or Armenian Churches. That is why the United Nations
(UN), which is the legal successor to the League
of Nations and punishes violations of the Lausanne Treaty and other human rights documents,
always assesses the minority issue from the individual rights perspective of non-discrimination.
This approach is also reflected in the reports
regularly issued by the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights together with the UN Human
Rights Council (dgvn.de, ohchr.org Turkey). The
main legal basis for ongoing reporting in the case
of Turkey is the International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD) and the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR), which only came
into force there in 2002 and 2003 (ohchr.org
Treaty). Since then, the situation of the population
of Kurdish identity in Southeast Anatolia has improved because Recep Tayyip Erdoğan committed himself to reconciliation when he took office
as Turkish Prime Minister (2003). He was the first
head of government to recognise the "Kurdish
problem", invested in underdeveloped regions,
opened schools, media and publishing houses for
Kurdish language communities (sueddeutsche.
de, 28.7.2015). UN reports show that Turkish
schools offer Kurdish (Kurmanji and Zazaki), Circassian (Adige and Abkhaz) and other languages
(un.org Turkey 2020: 14). This has contributed to
the banned Kurdish Workers' Party PKK (Partiya
Karkerên Kurdistanê) announcing a ceasefire
(sueddeutsche.de, 21.3.2013). Only after the suicide attack in Suruç on 10 October 2015 did the
imprisoned PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan withdraw this promise.
Another aspect of the discourse on the rights
of the Kurdish minority is the availability of data
on ethnic identities. In Germany, there is widespread agreement that the authorities are not al-
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lowed to record ethnicity ("ethnic monitoring"), not
only for historical reasons, but also for reasons of
data protection (bmi.bund.de 2015: 3, Schaar
2009). With regard to Turkey, however, it is noted
with a critical undertone that it does not provide
any data on the ethnic composition of the population. Although data on the mother tongue were
collected between 1927 and 1985, they were no
longer published after 1965. This has fuelled
speculation about the number of Turkish citizens
with Kurdish roots. Internet platforms refer to information from the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and speak of 15 million Kurds (Wikipedia,
26.2.2021). Elsewhere, there is even talk of 1520 million (Wikipedia, 18.12.2021). With a population of 83.6 million, this would correspond to a
rate of between 18 and 24 percent. In contrast,
statistics for 1927 show a proportion of the population with a Kurdish mother tongue of 8.96 percent (1927), for the liberal 1950s 6.98 percent
(1955) and most recently (1965) 7.55 percent
(Dundar 2014: 13). In view of these figures, estimates are questionable that speak of a threefold
higher proportion of the Kurdish population today.
Moreover, from a scientific point of view, it is debatable to conclude ethnicity from the mother
tongue alone. In the case of the Yazidis in Armenia (see above), religious affiliation turns out to be
another relevant factor. Finally, such statistics
postulate unambiguity that do not exist in reality.
Thus, ethnic Kurds can simultaneously develop
an identity as Turks, both ethnically and in the
context of a political nationhood.

Mirroring the Turkish constitution, which transformed the League of Nations' political nation
concept into an ethnic-Turkish language community, the Peoples' Democratic Party (HDP, tr.
Halklarin Demokratie Partisi) sees itself as representing the interests of ethnic Kurds. It is currently
in the headlines because Turkish courts want to
ban it because of its affiliation with the PKK,
among other things. Contrary to government doctrine, it strives for "recognition of the cultures and
identities of all peoples living in Turkey" (hdp.org,
Programme). Its socialist worldview rejects the
political model of the "nation" as the overarching
umbrella of a pluralist society. In contrast, it sees
the basis for a solution to the Kurdish conflict in
the coexistence of ethnic groups referred to as
"peoples" (tr. halklar, kurd. gelan). The ideological proximity to the nationality principle of the former Soviet Union is obvious at this point (see
above). In this sense, the party programme
speaks of the "right of the Kurdish people to selfdetermination".
At the same time, the HDP demands a “democratic autonomy” for the Kurds with the aim of
“voluntary unity of the peoples” (ibid.). But what
kind of unity is meant by this? A federation between the Turkish and Kurdish peoples in the ethnic sense (Miroglu 2009), a Turkish federation
with parts beyond ethnic borders or a confederal
union of the "Kurdish regions between the states
of Iran, Iraq, Turkey and Syria"? (ISKU 2012: 9)
So far, Kurdish organisations seem to supplement Atatürk's nation model with Kurdish nation-

Figure 7:
Administrative Division of Turkey

Sources: Own compilation of two maps: Türkei, administrative Gliederung, in: Wikipedia, 15.6.2012,
and on the distribution area of Kurdish, cf. figure 3, in: ArnoldPlaton, Wikipedia, 28.5.2014
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alism and rebuild Turkey according to the nationality principle. On the other hand, a political nation
model that aligns the vertical and horizontal separation of powers not with cultural but with political factors (see Figure 7) would presuppose that
the Kurds put political values and not their ethnic
identity on the agenda. So far, they have not done
this sufficiently and thus missed a chance when
constitutional reform was discussed in Turkey in
2017. The government had rejected regionalisation or even a federal system, not least due to fear
of Kurdish separatism (aa.com.tr, 14.4.2017). For
Turkey’s future, this path would be an alternative
in terms of peace policy. A prerequisite for interethnic reconciliation, however, would be the deletion of the nationalism doctrine from the Turkish
constitution and a return to the political concept of
nation from the founding year 1923/24.
Iran: More protection for minorities
and federation?
As already described in the first chapter, Persia
adopted the designation "Iran" as the official state
name in 1935. This was an expression of the new
state doctrine, which Shah Reza Pahlavi linked to
the concepts of secularism and nationalism, following the example of Turkey. He had broken with
a cultural tradition that was characterized by a coexistence between Azeris of Turkish origin and
the population of Iranian languages, which included the Kurdish dialects: Despite Turkmen
rule, Persian remained the written language of the
empire for many centuries. When authors state
today that "Persia is not Iran", they are pointing to
the "ethnic diversity" of this country on the one
hand, but on the other had they subliminally adopt
the concept of nationality with its ethnic determination (bpb.de 13.1.2020). There is hardly any
reference to the liberal traditions documented in
the Persian Constitution of 1906 (Persische Verfassungsgesetz 1906: 22, Art. 2, ). It was valid until 1979 and had guaranteed the Kurdistan region
equal representation rights in the Iranian parliament within the framework of the constitutional
monarchy. Iran is thus the successor of the Persian Empire, i.e. "Persia is Iran" in the sense of
international law. All citizens have Iranian citizenship, regardless of ethnic relations between majority and minority.
The 1979 Iranian Revolution promised to improve the situation of linguistic minorities and enshrined Article 15 in the Constitution of the Islamic
Republic, which states: "However, the use of regional and tribal languages in the press and mass
media, as well as for teaching of their literature in
schools, is allowed in addition to Persian.” (Con-
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stitution of Iran 1979, Chapter 2) The principle of
legal equality of all citizens regardless of their
origin and language was merely taken over from
the old constitution (Article 19). However, this applies to religious affiliation only to a limited extent:
Because "Islam and the Twelver Ja'farî scho" is
the official religion (Article 12), whereby historical
and thus also Sunni schools of law such as "the
Hanafî, Shafi’î, Malikî, Hanbalî, and Zaydî" are allowed to act independently in matters of private
law, but others are not (loc.cit., General Principles). In addition, "Zoroastrian, Jewish, and

Christian Iranians are the only recognized religious minorities" (Article 13), but not the churches of other religious communities. According to
this, at least the Iranian Kurds, whether of Christian or Muslim denomination, should not suffer
any disadvantages.
The constitutional reality, on the other hand,
looks different. According to reports from asylum
seekers, there have been blatant violations of
these documented human and minority rights for
years, which also affects Kurds. Their organizations report that in 2020 alone around 500 members of the minority were accused of cultural or
political activities: "At least 159 of them were subsequently sentenced to prison terms of between
one month and 17 years, four received the death
penalty (Pietsch 2021: 10). These allegations are
partly confirmed by the UN Special Rapporteur on
Iran, whose mandate includes investigating human rights violations, partly through on-site visits
(ohchr.org, Iran). In early 2021, he reported to the
General Assembly and the UN Human Rights
Council on the detention and sentencing of Kurdish activists. However, he mentions these violations in a much wider context, which Kurdish organisations usually ignore in order to draw attention to their fate. Activists of the Turkmen Azeris
or members of the Baha'i religion suffer the same
treatment (undocs.org, 11.1.2021: 9). However,
the focus of the special rapporteur is less on the
minorities than on human rights. His complaints
mainly concern the death penalty, which also affects minors, violations of the freedom of association and assembly and the right to freedom of
expression, the situation of prisoners and, last but
not least, discrimination against women.
These efforts by the UN show how much Iran
has an obligation and has to provide answers to
the international community (cf. UN Treaty Body
Iran). In this case, the human rights approach is
much more effective than the limited view of minorities. In addition, Iran, like Turkey, does not
collect data on the ethnic composition of the population in censuses, with one exception: religious
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affiliation. According to this, 99.38 per cent of
Iran's 75.15 million citizens were Muslim in 2011,
while only 117,704 Iranians declared a Christian
denomination, 35,271 professed Zoroastrianism
and 8,765 Judaism (unstats.un.org 2011: 29). Despite the lack of data on the distribution of mother
tongues, there are numerous estimates that differ
slightly depending on the sources. Looking at the
language families, the "Arabs" make up the smallest minority with 2-3 per cent of the population,
followed by the "Turkic peoples" such as "Azerbaijani" or Azeri and "Turkmen". The majority of
the population are the "Iranian peoples", which include "Persians" (apparently Iranian citizens of
Iranian mother tongue) and "Kurds", "an Iranian
people who make up the majority of the population of Kurdistan Province" (gaz.wiki).
The CIA World Factbook estimates the proportion of Iran's Kurdish population at 10 per cent
(op. cit. footnote 3). While these figures are not
backed up with sources, they do highlight the following problem: If 10 percent of Iran's population
were to be of Kurdish origin, they would be about
7.5 million. However, according to the 2011 census, 1.5 million people live in the Kurdistan Region of Iran (unstats.un.org 2011: 32), so that at
least 6 million Kurds would have to be distributed

Figure 8:
The Administrative Divisions of Iran

Source: Iran, administrative divisions, in: Wikipedia, 9.8.2012
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among other provinces. This includes West Azerbaijan in the north (as part of the historic Kurdish
Republic of Mahabad, 1946), the neighbouring regions to the south and the three provinces of
Khorasan in north-eastern Iran (cf. Figure 8). All
these areas are known for their historically conditioned multilingualism and multiethnicity. Kurdish
claims to ownership of these areas would not
bring peace but would create new inter-ethnic rivalries. One of the largest Kurdish organisations,
the Kurdistan Democratic Party (PDKI), sees itself in the tradition of the independent Mahabad
Republic, which it ruled for a year with the support
of the Soviet Union (Strohmeier, Yalçın 2017:
157f.). Its chairman, Mustafa Hijri, used his visit
to Washington in 2017 to clarify: "We believe that
Kurdistan's independence is a right. We have the
right to self-determination." and spoke of 10 million Iranian Kurds (PDKI, 3.9.2017).
For strategic reasons, however, his party considers an alliance with Iran's other "nationalities"
to be necessary in order to successfully overthrow the theocratic regime. For this reason, the
PDK-I envisages a “democratic federalism” in
which the central government controls financial
policy and the military and leaves the other departments to local self-government (op. cit.). Elsewhere, this desired federal model is described in
more concrete terms: According to this, it is precisely not a matter of self-governing bodies based
on the democratic principle, according to which
the people's representatives are elected irrespective of their cultural, religious or linguistic ascriptions of identity. On the contrary, the principle of
nationality based on ethnic categories should be
reflected at this local level. A clear indication of
this is the synonymous use of the terms "nationality" and "nation" and thus the lack of an understanding of the nation as a political category (see
Figure 9, pdki.org Policies).
Since the PDKI also sees itself as a socialist
force, the continuity with the nationalities policy of
the former Soviet Union becomes even more apparent. Its ideology also negated the "bourgeois",
i.e. political, concept of nation and instead spoke
of national (linguistic) communities that organise
themselves "democratically" in their own soviets
or councils. However, the Communist Party
reigned over all this, organising this inter-ethnic
coexistence for the "good of all", i.e. as it saw fit.
The Kurdish parties in Iran today see themselves
in this leading role within the Congress of Nationalities for a Federal Iran (CNFI, iran-federal.net)
founded in London in 2005. This includes not only
the KDPI, but also the Komala Party of Iranian
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Kurdistan (Komala), founded in 1969. Its ideological basis was originally Marxism-Leninism, which
over the past few decades has been transformed
into a socialist program in the service of the
"Kurdish liberation movement" (KPI 19.2.2018).
As Kurdish activists report, it has lost influence
due to its prioritisation of the national over the social question (Sama/Bastani 2020).
Further indications suggest that the Kurdish
parties mentioned above see their federal model
for Iran only as a transitional stage towards a separate Kurdish state of its own. This is supported
by the fact that there are no concrete plans as to
how such a federation could look geographically
and administratively. Furthermore, the Iranianspeaking population is missing from their list of
participating "nationalities", i.e. the "rest" that
would remain alongside the oppressed national
minorities. Their interests in a federal concept are
not taken into account anywhere. Moreover, the
Iranian Baluch in the southeast are the Kurds'
most important allies within the framework of their
Nationalities Congress (CNFI). They suffer particularly badly from discrimination because they belong to the poorer regions. In Tehran's view, their
militant resistance also poses separatist dangers,

Figure 9:
Abbildung
9 of the PDKI: A federal Iran
The Vision
based on the “nationalities” principle
“The PDKI struggles to attain Kurdish national rights
within a federal and democratic Iran. Since there are
other nations in Iran, the PDKI supports their struggle
to achieve their national rights and regards them as
strategic allies in pursuit of ending dictatorship and
brining about a federal democracy that reflects the
rights and interest of the country’s diverse national
communities. To this end, the PDK-I co-founded the
Congress of Nationalities for a Federal Iran (CNFI)
with organizations representing the Azeri, Balouchi,
Turkmen, and Arab nations in Iran. CNFI, which is
one of the main opposition groups to the sectarian
theocracy in Iran, believes that a federal system of
government would accommodate the different nationalities’ quest for self-rule within a free, united and
democratic Iran.
The PDKI is a democratic socialist party and is a
member of the Socialist International (SI). For us,
democratic socialism entails the belief that all human
beings, whether as individuals or as members of nations, should be free and equal in all spheres of life.
The PDKI’s policies on economic, political and social
issues are based on these beliefs.”
Source: pdki.org Policies, Policies, in: Learn More
About PDKI, 29.8.2017 [Highlighting blue: S.R.; "nation" and "nationality" are treated as synonyms].
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so the government is cracking down. Whether the
Balouchis are actually more interested in secession than in democratising Iran is, however, debatable (Philipp 2007, ohchr.org Iran). Finally, the
KDPI considers a democratic change in Iran to be
less likely than a military confrontation. It called
on the various opposition forces to put their differences aside and “to be ready to wage a serious
fight against the Islamist regime in Tehran by joining forces and making the necessary sacrifices to
that end.” (PDKI 2016) In doing so, they refer to
the many victims of the Peshmerga in northern
Iraq, with whom they say they are successfully
cooperating (op. cit.). In return, they have short
distances to travel, as the headquarters of PDKI
and Komla are located in northern Iraq.
Iraq: The autonomous region of Kurdistan
within a failed federation
When the Iranian Kurds announce that they want
to transform their theocratic system into a “democratic federation” in order to live peacefully with
the other language communities, the experiences
of the Iraqi province of Kurdistan gain special significance. Because their reform program for Iran
has already become reality there: after the fall of
long-time dictator Saddam Hussein as a result of
an international military intervention, occupied
Iraq was released into independence in 2005 after a referendum on a new constitution. In Article
1, the country is constituted as a parliamentary
democracy with a federal structure. It should consist of the "capital, region and governorates and
local administrations" (Art. 116), whereby the regions and districts that are not organised in their
own region should also be represented in a federation council, which forms the second chamber
alongside the parliament (Art. 65, Constitution of
Iraq 2005). However, the constitution only recognised Kurdistan as a region or constituent state of
the new Iraqi federation with its own legislative
competence (Article 117), within the limits of its
autonomy during the Ba'athist regime. However,
since there were no other self-governing areas,
the other regions with their own constitutions first
had to be constituted by a federal law.
However, intense internal Iraqi controversies
halted the process of further developing federalism. Superficially it was about the geographic
structure of the new constituent states, but actually about control over the energy sector
(Steinberg 2007: 7). For Article 112 of the Constitution states: "The federal government with the
producing governorates and regional governments, shall undertake the management of oil
and gas extracted from present fields, [...]".
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(Constitution of Iraq 2005) The same applies to
the development of new oil and natural gas deposits and their marketing. The two centres of the
precious natural resources are in the northeast
and in the south of Iraq, where Kurds and Shiites
live together. Consequently, their parties turned
out to be the main protagonists in the dispute over
the new federal system. Since the alliance of Shiite parties already proved to be the strongest political force in the parliamentary elections of 15
December 2005, they were more interested in
strengthening the central government than in decentralisation or regionalisation. On the other
hand, the Kurds were and still are satisfied with
the status quo, after all, they do not have to go
through a Federation Council as a second chamber (welt.de, 22.8.2008), but can negotiate directly with the central government on an equal
footing or conclude oil contracts with foreign companies without them (faz.net, 11.12.2009). In addition, the international oil companies supported
the central government as well as the Kurdish
self-government to violate the new constitution
and to stop the project of decentralisation.
Contrary to statements and analyses to the
contrary, the Iraqi Kurds showed little commitment to the establishment of a federation from the
outset (Chomani 2018, Neugart 2005). As early
as 2005, the Kurdish national movement pushed
through an informal, i.e. non-binding, independence referendum, which took place on 30 January
2005 at the same time as the first elections to the
Kurdish regional parliament and the Iraqi central
government. 1.97 million or 98.9 per cent of the
votes cast were in favour of Kurdish independence (Mustafa 2021: 93). Although this vote had
no legal basis, the subsequently elected President of Kurdistan, Maszud Barzani, declared that
"an independent Kurdish state will become true at
the right time" (Rogg/Rimscha 2007: 833). Therefore, another referendum remained on the
agenda. But the vote scheduled by the regional
parliament for 25.9.2017 was stopped by the Iraqi
Constitutional Court (dw.com, 18.9.2017). Nevertheless, it was held as a referendum in parallel
with the parliamentary elections. According to official data from the Kurdish Commission, this time
2.86 million or 92.3 per cent voted in favour of
statehood (wikipedia, 7.1.2022, Kurdistan).
The Kurdish Election Commission also confirmed that, contrary to the Iraqi constitution, eligible voters "in the Kurdistan Region, the other
Kurdish areas outside the administration of the
Kurdistan Region and those living abroad" were
allowed to participate in the 2017 independence
referendum (khec.krd. 27.9.2917). At the time,
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this concerned four of the 19 Iraqi districts of the
Kurdistan Region (Dohuk, Arbil, Al-Sulaimaniyah
and Halabja) as well as neighbouring Iraqi districts that Kurdish militias, the Peshmerga, occupied in the fight against the Islamic State (IS) and
are still claimed by the Kurdish Regional Government today (cf. Figure 10). These include areas
of the Iraqi provinces of Nineveh, Kirkuk, Diyala
and Salah al-Din.
This expansionist Kurdish nationalism confirms the danger of territorial conflicts over neighbouring "Kurdish" areas, within Iraq and with
neighbouring Turkey, Iran and Syria (zeit.de,
20.10.2017, dw.com, 28.7.2015). Its ideology is
expressed in the expulsion of Arabs and Turkmen, among others, which according to Amnesty
International had even begun before the referendum (wienerzeitung.at, 20.1.2016). The Kurdish
authorities are responsible for this (amnesty.org,
7.11.2016). Although IS has been considered defeated since the end of 2017, according to the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), two
years later the security situation in northern Iraq
was still precarious for about 6.7 million people.

Figure 10:
The Special Administrative Role of the
Autonomous Region Kurdistan-Iraq

Sources: Composition of two maps:
Rafy, File:Iraqi
Governorates, in: Wikipedia,
25.1.2011
and
Kurdistan
is characterised
by corruption,
nepo-

Location of Kurdistan in Iraq, in: Wikivoyage.org, 25.10.2017.
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tism and political interference in the judiciary: "According to reports, perpetrators linked to the political or security elite often enjoy impunity in the
Kurdistan Autonomous Region." (unhcr.org 2019:
53, Translation: S:R.)
One factor in the human rights violations by
Kurdish self-governing bodies and militias is the
regulatory framework that has changed since
2003. The fall of Saddam Hussein not only symbolised the downfall of a dictatorial regime, but
above all of Arab nationalism, which had become
the new state doctrine with the 1970 constitution
(Riedel 14/2020: 9). It has now been replaced by
a new Iraqi identity based on religious values and
affiliations: Article 2.1 of the Constitution (2005)
made Islam the state religion, so that since then
Islamic schools of law have stood above secular
legislation (Constitution of Iraq 2005). Although
other religious communities such as Christians,
Yazidis (Ezidians), Sabians and Mandaeans
were given their own umbrella organisation (Diwan, cese-iq.net, Riedel 2017:13), this concession only confirmed their legal and social marginalisation and did not prevent the subsequent expulsions. The number of Christians, including Yazidis of mostly Kurdish identity, has been reduced
from about 1.5 million to an estimated 300,000
since the regime change (Vatican News, 6.8.2019).
Because no political, non-confessional nation
model was introduced at the domestic level, the
Kurds were able to institutionalise their nationalism all the more in their self-governing provinces.
Together with the religious polarisation between
(Christians,) Sunnis and Shiites, this development strengthened the influence of ethnic affiliations on appointments to political offices. The new
cultural policy no longer served the ethnically
mixed population, but the ideology of multiculturalism. Concepts of maintaining multilingualism in
education were dropped and Kurdish was preferred to Arabic as the official language (KHRP
Briefing Paper 7/ 2011: 16): "Party officials [of
Kurdistan] regulate the administration of the education directorates in the areas under their control” (theworldweekly.com, 21.3.2016).
At the beginning of the transitional government
under US administrator Paul Bremer, Iraq set up
a ministry for “human rights, the environment and
emigration”, which was, however, dissolved in
2015 (fr.de, 2.9.2003, web.archive.org). Today,
the US State Department has to admit that the
human rights situation in Iraq is becoming increasingly precarious. During the protests in autumn 2019 alone, more than 500 civilians were
killed and around 20,000 demonstrators were injured by security forces (state.gov 30.3.2021,
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Riedel 2/2020). Since then, the grossest human

rights violations have included arbitrary arrests
and killings, torture, life-threatening detention
conditions and arbitrary invasions of privacy. Violent crimes against members of ethnic minorities
are in the back row of this list. Therefore, the main
issue in Iraq today is the violation of fundamental
human rights, so that focusing on the specific situation of minorities or even on the "Kurdish question" is factually inappropriate. This approach in
no way does justice to the instability of Iraq and
makes the search for solutions more difficult. A
prerequisite for this is the realisation that so far all
attempts to divide Iraq according to linguistic or
religious criteria have failed. There is not even the
necessary data on the ethnic composition of the
Iraqi population.
Therefore, further shaping federalisation cannot be the top priority for Iraq today, as suggested
by international organisations (Lamberty/Pichler
2018). This window of opportunity was missed in
the early stages when the international community accompanied the drafting of the new constitution. Rather, UN officials need to be questioned
as to why they allowed religious parties to begin
with, even though Iraq had already produced a
secular political system, albeit under the aegis of
authoritarian rule (Hippler 2007). There was a
well-educated secular elite that could have been
opened to a modern understanding of the state.
Shortly after the fall of Saddam Hussein, it would
have been possible to make room for a political
concept of nation and thus replace the nationality
principle of the Baath Party as a state doctrine,
which defined the Iraqi nation as part of the Arab
nation while constitutionally recognising the "Kurdish nation" and other minorities (Constitution of
Iraq 1970, Art. 5).
Since autumn 2019, demands for an non-denominational system of government have reappeared on the political agenda. Even young Iraqi
Shiites see this as an alternative to the current
ethnic or confessional proportional representation
and are taking to the streets with demands for
corresponding constitutional reforms (Riedel
2/2020: 6). This was reflected in the parliamentary elections on October 10, 2021. Voter turnout
fell to 41 percent, the lowest level since 2005
(Jaecke 2021: 2). However, this mainly hurt the
rival Shiite party alliances al-Fatah and as-Sadr
Movement. With 90 of 329 members of parliament, they lost more than half of their seats. In
contrast, new secular parties entered parliament,
such as the Party of Progress (Programm 2021)
with 43 seats (ihec.iq, wikipedia, 7.1.2022, Election). The Kurdish parties, which again won more
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than 50 seats, defend the ethnic proportional system together with the religious forces. They are
therefore not part of the current reform forces.
Ways out of the Syrian Crisis: Transformation
into a Democracy or (Con-)Federation?
The situation in Syria today is similar to that in Iraq
after the military intervention in 2003, with the difference that Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
and his political regime have not yet been overthrown. Thus, the Arab Socialist Ba'ath Party,
which came to power in 1963 following a coup in
Syria, has ruled uninterruptedly until today. It still
sees itself in a "leading role in social and societal
changes" and is committed to "Arabism" (ar. alcurubat, baathparty.sy 7.4.2021), i.e. Arab nationalism. Similar to the Iraqi Baath Party led by Saddam Hussein, the "Syrian Arab people" (ar. الشعب
 )العربي السوريs also understood here as part of the
"Arab nation" (ar. األمة العربية, loc.cit.). While Baghdad has recognised the Kurds as a second "nation" in the state since its 1970 constitution, Syrian constitutions do not mention these and other
language minorities. Even in the reformed version
of 2012, Article 1 still states unequivocally: "The
people of Syria are part of the Arab nation"
(Constitution of Syria 2012, Art. 1). However, according to Article 3, all religious communities enjoy the right to self-government, provided they do
not violate "public order", i.e. national legislation,
which, however, must be in accordance with "Islamic law" (Riedel 2017: 17f.).
A ignificant change of the new constitution
(2012) is the replacement of the socialist system
by the introduction of political pluralism and democratic election procedures. Until then, Article 8
had established the leading role of the Baath
Party in the political system (op.cit., Constitution
of Syria 1973). From then on, it should face party
competition. However, its party alliance, the National Progressive Front (NPF), which has existed
since 1972 and consists of 11 socialist and communist micro-parties of Arab identity (NPF, About
us, NPF, Parties), in fact prevents the emergence
of an effective opposition in the Syrian parliament.
According to the latest parliamentary elections on
21 July 2020, the NPF has a total of 186 of the
250 MPs, while the other 64 seats are held by
non-party representatives (parliament.gov.sy).
The stagnating development of Syrian party pluralism is related to the Syrian National Council
(SNC). It was founded on 2 October 2011 outside
the parliament in Istanbul and aims to overthrow
the Syrian regime (syriancouncil.org). It consists
of 310 representatives of different political currents and was recognised by a number of states
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as the legitimate representation of Syria at the beginning of the Syrian civil war.
On the other hand, many Kurdish parties
joined another opposition movement, namely the
Kurdish National Council in Syria (ENKS, renks.net), which was founded on 26 October
2011 in the northern Iraqi province of Kurdistan.
The largest party in this alliance is the Kurdistan
Democratic Party in Syria (PDK-S, pdk-s.com),
which works closely with the party of the same
name in northern Iraq. Since it was founded in
1956, it has demanded the recognition of the
Kurdish minority as an independent nation in
Syria, based on the model of the Iraqi constitution. Their political agenda therefore does not aim
at a replacement of the nationalities principle on
an ethnic-cultural basis, but at its preservation
and reform. Outside the Kurdish National Council
is Syria's second largest Kurdish party, the Democratic Union Party (PYD, pydrojava.org). It was
founded in 2003 under the influence of the Turkish Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) and is therefore considered to be its offshoot (Gürbey
3/2018). Their militia, the People's Defence Units
(YPG, ypgrojava.org), has joined the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) and, supported by the USA
and Saudi Arabia, is fighting both the Syrian army
of the Assad regime and the Islamic State (IS). In

Figure 11:
The Kurdish-Dominated Regions in Northern
and Eastern Syria (Rojava)

Source: Editing the map: AntonSamuel, Regions of the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria, Wikipedia, 7.5.2020.
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the course of the civil war, the PYD/YPG first took
control of the three districts of Efrîn, Kobanê and
Cizîrê, and later of larger parts of northern Syria,
where they proclaimed the autonomous region of
Rojava (Metzger 2014: 92f, cf. Figure 11.).
Due to its military successes and political presence, the PYD’s programme differs slightly from
the demands of the pro-Iraqi KDP-S. It fights not
only for the recognition of the Kurdish nation, but
for a "strengthening of coexistence with the peoples of Syria, ‘Arabs, Armenians, Assyrians, Turkmen, Shreks, Syrians, Druze ... and others’ on the
basis of a democratic nation" (pydrojava.org, Programme, cf. Figure 12). This formula does justice
to the population structure in northern Syria,
which has become even more heterogeneous
during the Syrian civil war and not least as a result
of the Turkish military intervention since 2018
(bundestag.de, 24.2.2020: 3). However, the nation is not understood as a political nation of will,
regardless of the ethnic or cultural affiliations of
its citizens. Rather, it is the sum of "all ethnic, social, cultural and national groups" that are to participate in democracy "through their associations"
(Gesellschaftsvertrag 2014: 3). According to this

Figure 12
Excerpt from the political programme of
the PYD On the Kurdish question:
„[…] It is quite clear that until the 2000s, Kurdistan occupied a strategic and influential position in the relationship between the nation state and democratic society in the Middle East. Now that we are in the midst
of a third world war in which the region is being divided and a new map is being drawn, with all the
risks, there are also great opportunities for the Kurdish question in the four parts of Kurdistan. This is true
in the case that the Kurdish forces are currently pursuing a sensible national policy and strategy.
To achieve this, our party applies the following principles:
1. Introduction of a democratic nation instead of a nation state for the solution of the Kurdish question.
2. Commitment to convene the National Congress of
Kurdistan to realise a common Kurdish vision and
strategy.
3. Commitment to the freedom of leader Abdullah
Öcalan and all political prisoners in the four parts of
Kurdistan.
4. Commitment to the realisation of Kurdish national
unity and the consolidation of Rojava Kurdistan.
5. Prohibition of any agreements that contradict the
interests of other parts of Kurdistan.”
Source: [ حزب االتحاد الديمقراطيPYD, Democratic Union
Party], [ البرنامج السياسيThe Political Programme], pydrojava.org, Programme
[Translation, Highlighting blue: S.R.].
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model, the autonomous region of Rojava has
made ethnic and cultural identities the basic building block of its political system, which was laid
down in a "social contract".
Behind this progressive and participatory
model, however, is the well-known nationalities
principle from the 19th century, which the young
Soviet Union took up under its nationalities commissioner Josef Stalin (1923) in order to stop the
process of disintegration of the Russian Empire.
Socialist ideology rejected the modern nationstate with its nation of wills and linked the participation rights of Soviet citizens to their respective
ethnic and therefore national affiliation (Riedel
2015: 65f.). As this historical experience shows,
these ethno-cultural borders were first created in
the minds of the people. The Communist Party
(CPSU) ruled all the more securely at the central
or federal state level. The similarities between the
political system of Rojava in northern Syria and
the former Soviet system are evident in many details. This begins with the narrative of a revolutionary myth and the appointment of public offices
according to the principle of councils (i.e. Soviet
model, cf. Flach et al. 2015: 134). It uses the term
"stratum/class" in the analysis of social structures, concerns the party's sovereignty in discourse on the "cultural, social and economic progress"
to be achieved and the definition of the "Kurdish
freedom movement in Syria [as] the forerunner",
i.e. in the leadership role of the Kurds as the largest ethnic group, and finally culminates in the personality cult around PKK founder Abdulla Öcalan
(Gesellschaftsvertrag 2014, esp.. Art. 2 und 92).
The Syrian Kurds' claim to leadership is only
cautiously expressed in the social contract of Rojava, but all the more clearly in the political programme of the PYG. Their priorities include the
"consolidation of Rojava-Kurdistan" (pydrojava.
org, Programme, see Figure 12), a formulation
that already reflects the Kurdish claim to power in
the region. However, this goal is only one element
of the "realisation of Kurdish national unity" in the
form of a unification of all "four parts of Kurdistan"
(loc. cit.). Since this goal can hardly be achieved
under the current international framework, Abdulllah Ocalan, the leader of the PKK and PYD,
has given his movement a new ideological orientation. During his 20 years of imprisonment in Turkey, he developed the concept of "democratic
confederalism" as a "non-state social paradigm,"
according to which the political "decision-making
processes take place in the "communities" (Öcalan 2018: 30 f.). That is why this concept is also
called "transnational grassroots democracy". According to Öcalan, this would make it possible to
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"realise the right of self-determination of the peoples, and above all that of the Kurds, by expanding democracy in all parts of Kurdistan without
questioning the existing political borders". Öcalan
asserts that this concept does not aim at a Kurdish national state, but "the establishment of federal structures open to all Kurds in Iran, Turkey,
Syria and Iraq, and at the same time the formation
of a overarching confederation for all four parts of
Kurdistan". (op. cit., anfdeutsch.com, 1.7.2019)
This concept explains why the Syrian Kurds of
the PYD are not only concentrating their efforts
on developing relations between the four Kurdish
regions, which are not without tensions, but also
on further developing their province of Rojava. In
mid-2021, the autonomy administration in Hesekê (Jazira region, cf. Figure 11) decided to renew
the social contract. For this purpose, a thirtymember committee was set up to work out a new
draft (anfdeutsch.com, 15.7.2021). It is about the
development of a future perspective for the whole
of Syria, more precisely about the vision of a "confederalist, grassroots democratic Syria" (m-syriad.com), which is already being discussed in the
Syrian Democratic Council (SDS, ANF News,
21.8.2020) the political arm of the military alliance
Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF). But this shows
how ambivalent Öcalan's concept is and offers
scope for different interpretations. Some apply his
model of confederalism to the entire Kurdish region, while others want to change Syria's administrative structures (Wilgenburg 2016). The conceptual differences between a federation with its
own state quality and a confederal alliance of different states as independent subjects of international law are not considered here.
The Syrian Kurds are primarily concerned with
transferring their social model to the whole of
Syria, but in reality with the survival of their regional autonomy (nzz.ch, 2.5.2021). Unlike the
opposition alliance SDC, representatives from
Rojava have not been invited to the UN Geneva
Peace Talks, where the future of Syria is being
negotiated. After a long dispute over the appointment of a constitutional committee, it was able to
begin its work in autumn 2019. Among the 150
members are 50 representatives each from the
Syrian government, the opposition and civil society (Wieland 2018, specialenvoysyria). Although
the UN Special Envoy for Syria, Geir Pedersen,
asserts: "Syrians, not foreigners, will draft the
constitution," [...]. (dw.com, 29.10.2019) Nevertheless, other states are exerting influence, such
as the UN, because they have named civil society
actors. Turkey and Saudi Arabia interfere through
the Syrian opposition, which has organised itself
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with their support in the High Negotiations Committee (HNC, alaraby.co.uk, 13.6.2020, Wikipedia, 24.12.2020). This explains why the constitutional committee includes seven Kurds but no
representative from Rojava (theguardian.com,
30.10.2019).
Should the constitutional committee take into
account the ethnic composition of the population,
the seven Kurds would represent about 0.8 million Syrians. General estimates vary between 1
and 2.2 million or 5.9 and 12.9 per cent of the total
population (Mihatsch 2020, fn. 1, minorityrights.
org). This would indicate a disadvantage for the
language minority, which they already suffered
before the beginning of the civil war. At that time,
however, social and economic discrimination
against Syrian Kurds was criticised; since 2011,
the focus has shifted to war crimes (ohchr.org,
Syria). However, the report of the UN Human
Rights Council of 21.1.2021 states that all warring
parties have committed crimes against the civilian
population, not only the Syrian army and foreign
government groups (Russia, USA, Turkey, Iran).
Equally guilty are "armed groups" such as the Islamic State (IS) or Kurdish militias, including the
PYD (zeit.de, 18.2.2021, UN-Report, 21.1.2021).
n his recent communication to the UN Security
Council, the UN Special Envoy summarised the
suffering of the population in two figures: 13 million Syrians have fled their homes since 2011,
and another 14 million are in dire need due to the
imploding economy (reliefweb.int, 21.12.2021).

Conflict Solutions link Horizontal and
Vertical Separation of Powers
Finally, on the basis of the six country analyses,
an attempt is made to compare the situation of the
Kurds according to systematic points of view. The
three different indicators selected in the analytical
grid for the horizontal and vertical separation of
powers (cf. Figure 4) will now be taken up. The
first of these is the understanding of the concept
of nation by the states concerned and the question of whether they differ from the understanding
of the nation as the sum of its citizens under international law by privileging a certain ethnic
group according to the criteria of origin, language
or religion. Because only then do minorities such
as the Kurds emerge at all, which must be protected in an additional legal framework. The other
two indicators relate to the horizontal and vertical
separation of powers. The political system provides information about the population's participation and whether they are reflected in local and
regional self-government. Here, autonomy models and federal systems are in competition with
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each other, because the former grant special
rights to certain regions, while federal models are
based on equal sub-states, which are usually represented in a second chamber of parliament.
Minority rights between Nationalities
principle and the nation of the will
When Kurdish organisations today look back to
the Treaty of Sèvres (1919), which was supposed
to regulate the succession of the Ottoman Empire
and spoke of a Kurdistan for the first time, this is
hardly seen in the overall context. Apart from the
fact that this treaty never came into force, the
foundation of a Kurdish state was only an option
that would have depended on the vote of the pop-

ulation there as well as on the League of Nations,
the predecessor organisation of the United Nations (UN). It would have insisted on compliance
with the treaties, which, like the UN system today,
are based on the political concept of nation: According to the principle of modern international
law, the nation is understood as the sum of the
nationals of a country, i.e. it does not differentiate
according to descent, mother tongue or religious
affiliation. However, another principle comes into
play, namely the sovereignty of states over their
internal constitution. According to this, they can
also give themselves an identity which does not
encompass all citizens, but which privileges one
group and thus puts others in a minority position.

Figure 13:
The Horizontal and Vertical Separation of Powers in States with a Population of Kurdish Identity
Nationalities principle

Legal system

Soviet Union (linguistic nations)
Armenia 1992: confessional nation
Iran 1935-1979: linguistic nation
since 1979: confessional nation

Minority rights (Commitments)
Azerbaijan 1992: Kurds, Yazidis a.o.
Armenia 1992: Kurds a.o.

horizontal

Azerbaijan since 1992

Iran 1979: Zoroastrians, Christians, Jews

Iran 1906-1935

Ottoman Empire
Ottoman Empire (Christians, Jews)
(confessional nationes)
Turkey ab 1928: linguistic nation
Irak 1925-58: confessional nation
Irak 1970: Kurds, Turkmens a.o.
1958-2003: linguistic nation
2005: linguistic nations
Syria 1920-1946: confessional nation
Syria (religious communities)
1958: linguistic nation

Constitutional monarchy/
Human rights (Commitments)
(authoritarian) presidential system

Separation of powers

Political concept of nation

Turkey 1923-1928

Separation of powers,
democracy

Russian Empire: 1906-1917
Armenia 1992: UN; 2001: Council of Europe
Azerbaijan 1992 Azerbaijan 1992: UN; 2001 Council of Europe
Persian Empire: 1906-1935
Iran since1935

Armenia since 1992

Iran 1945: UN

Ottoman Empire: 1908-1923
Turkey temporarily Turkey 1945: UN; 1950: Council of Europe
Iraq until 2003
Iraq 1945: UN
Syria until today
Syria 1945: UN

Local self-government /
Regional autonomy

Central state

vertcal

Russian Empire

Armenia since 2002: local self-government
Azerbaijan 1992: Azerbaijan:
Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic
Secession of Nagorno-Karabakh /Artsach

Persian Empire

© Prof. Dr. Sabine Riedel

Turkey since 1945
Iraq since 2005
Syria by constitution 2012

Federal systems
(Multi-level systems)
Soviet Union (until 1992)

Iran 1906: 32 Provincial administrations

Turkey since 1923
Iraq until 1970
Syria since 1923

Ottoman Empire (Millet system)
Turkey 1982: kommunale Selbstverwaltung
Iraq 1970: Autonomous Region of Kurdistan
Syria 2012: Secessions of
Northern Syrian districts (Rojava)

Iraq (Constitutional mandate 2005;
not implemented)

Source: Own compilation
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When the League of Nations was founded,
people of Kurdish identity lived in three different
empires that had already embarked on the path
of modernisation. While in Persia and the Ottoman Empire Kurdish Muslims lost their privileges
as a result of the introduction of constitutional
monarchies (1906 and 1910), the Kurds of Christian religion (Yazidis) benefited. The constitutions
made citizens legally equal and stipulated that
their Islamic identity should give way to cultural
pluralism. Nationalist counter-movements in these countries, however, did not consider the nation
of the will as an alternative to authoritarian forms
of rule, but rather the principle of nationality,
which linked participation rights primarily to origin
and mother tongue. After nationalist ideology became state doctrine, in Turkey from 1928 and in
Iran from 1935 (cf. Figure 13), the Kurds found
themselves there as a linguistic minority without
protective rights. Since the Iranian revolution of
1979, religious affiliation has regained importance, so that with the reintroduction of Islam as
the state religion, religious minorities have emerged on a legal level. Only the Zoroastrians, Christians and Jews are allowed to practice their religion freely in Iran.
In the successor states of the Ottoman Empire
and in Persia, the model of the nation of the will
did not go beyond an experimental phase; rather,
Turkish, Arab and Iranian nationalism prevailed.
The model for this was the Russian Empire, which
after the introduction of a constitutive monarchy
(1906) gave its subjects hardly any new rights
and did not challenge the dominant position of the
Orthodox state church, although other religious
communities, such as the Muslims, were assured
religious freedom. Even the October Revolution
did not lead to a new political understanding of the
nation, because Soviet ideology rejected it and
replaced Russian confessionalism with the nationalities principle. Afterwards, the Soviet Union
understood itself as a community of linguistic and
cultural communities. After the dissolution of the
USSR (1992), Armenia continued this concept,
but has since tied its national identity to language
and religion. Only Azerbaijan keeps its predominantly Muslim society together with an ethically
neutral concept of nation. Both post-Soviet republics have been members of the Council of Europe
since 2001 and grant their minorities, including
Kurds and Yazidis, special protection. This distinguishes them from Turkey, which joined the
Council of Europe in 1950 but does not recognise
Kurds and others as minorities. In contrast, Iraq
has even considered the Kurds as a (cultural) nation with equal rights to the Arabs since 1970,
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without, however, being obliged to do so by an
international treaty.
Authoritarian Presidential Systems versus
Human Rights and Democracy
The six country examples examined differ in
terms of their political systems and the nature of
their participation rights in general and for the
Kurds living there in particular. In Iran, Azerbaijan
and Syria, the model of an (authoritarian) presidential system still dominates, even though democratic institutions have already been created.
Turkey is an example of how political developments and social progress can be reversible processes. Kurdish organisations that complain
about discrimination against their population
group therefore make an important contribution to
improving the legal systems of their countries with
their demands for equal treatment. However, they
contradict this concern when they see their minority only in the role of victim and strive for independence by all means. The current Kurdish conflicts clearly show that the sovereign rights of
neighbouring states are being violated. Moreover,
in violent conflicts, all parties to the conflict ignore
the most basic human rights, including Kurdish
activists in the Autonomous Region of Kurdistan
in northern Iraq and in Rojava in northern Syria.
The UN reports of the last few years document
this impressively.
In view of the human suffering of the Kurdish
minorities, violent resistance may seem justified,
but it is not a sustainable strategy. Apart from the
fact that the use of force always provokes corresponding counter-reactions, such an approach ignores the efforts of the international community of
states to maintain world peace. This includes not
only the principle of sovereignty, with which the
League of Nations laid the foundation for modern
international law a hundred years ago. The tension between the prohibition of interference in the
internal affairs of other states and the promotion
of social progress has given rise to various instruments.
The League of Nations focused on the protection of minorities, knowing full well that many
member states follow the nationalities principle
and commit their nation to a certain cultural identity. After the Second World War, the UN, as the
successor organisation to the League of Nations,
chose a different approach, namely that of human
rights. Thus, even Iraq, Syria and Iran have committed themselves to certain minimum standards.
In Turkey, Armenia and Azerbaijan, the level of
protection is far above that of the UN. On the one
hand, there are regional standards within the
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framework of the Council of Europe, which have
been further developed by various additional protocols to the European Convention on Human
Rights (ECHR, 1950). On the other hand, members of minorities can sue their governments before the European Court of Human Rights in Luxembourg. Neither the UN nor other world regions
such as the Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
with its Banjul Charter of 1981 or the Organisation
of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) with its Cairo Declaration (1990) have such a sanction mechanism at
their disposal.
The instrument of collective minority rights was
also only established in Europe. However, the cooperation of the Council of Europe members has
been based on a voluntary basis since 1992.
Therefore, the level of protection of the Kurds in
all six countries varies greatly. This is hardly
taken into account by the Kurdish resistance
movements. Their general demand is state independence. But while they call for this, they fail to
answer the question of what contribution they
themselves are prepared to make to the preservation of human and minority rights. This deficit is
particularly evident where they have already
seized the monopoly on the use of force, namely
in northern Iraq and northern Syria. There, Kurdish regional politicians operate partly in quasigovernmental institutions to which the separation
of powers has remained a foreign concept. While
northern Iraq has returned to a pre-modern tribal
culture under the rule of the Barzani and Talabani
families (Huch 2019: 59), the Democratic Union
Party (PYD) is realising a socialist model of society in Rojava, Syria. But even this vision is historically outdated, as it is only a copy of the old Soviet model. By refusing to be controlled by their
central state, the regional representatives evade
the control to the implementation of global human
rights standards.
Central State, Autonomy or (Con)Federation?
Leading politicians of the Kurdish independence
movement openly admit that their demand for a
separate Kurdish state contradicts the constitutions of their respective states and can only be
implemented in the long term, if at all. From an
academic point of view, it should be added that
the right to self-determination does not refer to
peoples in the sense of an ethnically determined
nationalities principle, but to peoples or nations in
the political sense. In order to convince their linguistic community and supposed nation of this
concept and to win other ethnic minorities as allies, Kurdish parties have developed a strategy
that is understood differently depending on the
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political-ideological orientation. The interpretation
varies between "democratic autonomy" and "democratic confederalism". These buzzwords distract attention from the democratic deficits in
northern Iraq and northern Syria, where either
tribal structures or socialist models of society prevent the introduction of a separation of powers at
the horizontal level. Instead, the focus shifts to the
vertical division of power between municipalities,
regions and the central state, which Kurdish actors want to be linked to ethnic identities. In this
way, they create the image of a culturally shaped
community that pretends to distribute political and
economic resources "fairly" among the linguistic
and religious communities.
A look at the vertical administrative structures
of the states concerned also reveals a different
picture here: the three member states of the
Council of Europe, Turkey, Armenia and Azerbaijan, undertook to ensure the political, administrative and financial independence of the local administrative level when they signed the European
Charter of Local Self-Government (1985). To support this decentralisation process, a Congress of
Local and Regional Authorities was established,
in which more than 150,000 regional and local authorities from all 47 member states are represented (CoE Congress). It organises not only an
exchange of experiences, but also continuous
monitoring of the status of the Charter's implementation. There are no corresponding structures
in Iran, Iraq and Syria, so Kurdish organisations
are making an important contribution to the political discourse with demands for more say at local
and regional level. However, there is no reflection
on the practice of the three above-mentioned European Council members with already existing
self-governing structures.
Such an exchange of experience would show
that linking local and regional self-governing bodies to ethnic representation would reinforce existing conflicts and create new ones. One phenomenon in particular comes to the fore: ethnically defined interest groups are susceptible to the influence of external actors, whether through tribal
ties, ethnic loyalties, transnational networks or
economic ties. Local and regional stakeholders
may become even more dependent than before
on their own central government. Finally, this
analysis has shown that most Kurdish organisations in Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria see the proposed or realised forms of regional autonomy or
(con-)federation only as a transitional stage to a
later statehood. In this way, they do a disservice
to those political actors who see models of autonomies or federal states as a vertical deepening of
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democratisation. For today, central governments
are less convinced than ever of projects that
evoke the dangers of state collapse.
The relevance of the Kurdish question(s)
for the German foreign policy
The Kurdish question is already a particular challenge for German foreign policy. This is shown by
the persistently high number of immigrants of
Kurdish identity. Across the EU, the number of migrants from Turkey alone is estimated at around
7 million, half of whom live in Germany (diepresse.com, 12.3.2017), including an estimated one
million Kurds. In addition, there are Kurdish refugees from Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria, whose
ethnic identity is determined by the Federal Office
for Migration and Refugees (BAMF) on a voluntary basis when they apply for asylum. According
to this, every third Syrian has a Kurdish identity
(welt. de, 17.10.2019). The BAMF reports that
their numbers were still 29.2 per cent in 2020
(bamf.de 13.10.2021: 27). The proportion of
Kurds among asylum seekers from Iraq is even
higher. It was 70.2 per cent in 2018, 68.0 per cent
the following year and 62.8 per cent in 2020
(bamf.de 7.8.2019: 27, bamf.de 10.09.2020: 27,
bamf.de 13.10.2021: 27, Figure 13). Since 2005,
the Iraqi Kurds have enjoyed the most self-government rights in the entire Middle East in their
autonomous region of Kurdistan. In addition, the
Islamic State (IS) was declared defeated there at
the end of 2017. Nevertheless, the BAMF states:
"In 2018, Iraq ranked second in the list of the ten
nationalities [among asylum seekers] with the
highest number of arrivals". (bamf.de 7.8.2019: 27)
Since the autonomy of the Iraqi Kurds obviously does not serve the well-being of the local
population, it needs to be explained what the German aid money for Iraq is being used for. Between 2015 - 2018, a total of 1.5 billion euros of
"aid money for development, stabilisation and reconstruction" was provided, making Germany the
largest international donor after the US (dw.com,
17.12.2018). Another contradiction to the persistently high numbers of refugees from Iraq can be
seen in German arms exports to this crisis-ridden
region. Despite the international arms embargo
against Iraq, the German government has repeatedly approved arms exports there since the fall of
Saddam Hussein (2003). In the same period 2015
- 2018, their value was just over 100 million
(BICC, aufschrei-waffenhandel.de 2020). Even if
they declined slightly, they should still be critically
assessed from a development and peace policy
perspective. Germany should detach its future
Kurdish policy from obvious particular interests
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from politics and business and only provide aid
that serves the development of the entire state
and benefits all Iraqis. If the German government
wants to evaluate the Bundeswehr's mission in
Iraq by 31 October 2022, it should consider this
(bmvg.de).
German Kurdish policy should change course
for yet another reason. It is not only a matter of
coherence in the different aid measures, but also
of respect for international law with its regional
and global human rights and minority standards.
Recently, there has been an increase in violent
clashes among Kurdish parties and their militias,
which are not about participation, democracy and
peace, but about defending and expanding their
spheres of influence in the quasi-state structures
(al-monitor.com, 16.6.2021). There is great tension between the Iraqi Kurds, who are more conservative and want to preserve their traditional
tribal structure, and those in northern Syria who,
supported by the Turkish PKK, advocate a revolutionary model of society. This intra-Kurdish rivalry has already been carried into German society through migration. It is currently overlaying
and intensifying the decades-old conflict between
Kurds and Turks (waz.de, 15.10.2019). In the process, this development will have a direct impact
on the German party landscape, because it reinforces the already existing right-left polarisation.
An insufficiently informed public will hardly be
able to see through the fact that behind some
"left-wing" Kurdish activists who denounce "Turkish fascism" there is an equally nationalist ideology that also violates international law (ndaktuell.de, 3.8.2021, verfassungsschutz.de).

Figure 14:
Ethnic identities of asylum seekers
from Iraq – 2020 in percent

Source: Own compilation, data cf.: Bundesamt für Migration
und Flüchtlinge, Nürnberg: bamf.de 13.10.2021: 27.
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Summary Theses: 2
Historical, terminological and normative
contexts of the Kurdish Question(s)
♦ The question "Who are the Kurds?" can be answered differently depending on the observer and
his normative background. Above all, however,
national identity does not depend solely on historical facts or social conventions, such as legal
texts and international treaties. It is above all a
decision of the individual.
♦ Only when national affiliation does not follow political criteria, but is understood primarily as an
ethnic-cultural bond, do "national minorities" arise
within a state. These can be exposed to negative
as well as positive discrimination. Promised or
unfulfilled rights to a say then determine the public discourse.
♦ The Kurdish conflicts arose with the dissolution of
the Ottoman Empire in 1923, because the successor states gave up the linguistically and religiously neutral Ottoman citizenship in favour of a
culturally understood nation model. Since the
Kurds, as a linguistic community, could not found
their own nation-state, they became a minority.
♦ The Kurds sought the support of foreign states,
which increased their influence. Initially, the mandate administration of the colonial powers dominated, later aid came from the immediate neighbouring countries. Other influencing factors are of
a political-ideological nature, such as the system
confrontation during the Cold War (until 1990)
and the politicisation of Islam (since 1979).
♦ Many experts are of the opinion that a solution to
the Kurdish question is hardly possible because
of this complex conflict situation. However, this
only applies if one seeks answers exclusively in
founding of a state. In contrast, international organisations have already developed instruments
to solve internal conflicts peacefully and without
border revisions.
♦ A constant factor in solving internal political tensions is the inclusion of all stakeholders in decision-making processes. A look at the political and
cultural rights of the population with Kurdish identity shows that the states concerned have already
made different commitments. Their implementation and further development can contribute to solutions.

The Rights of Kurds in Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria
♦ Armenia's borders date back to its status as a Soviet republic (from 1936). With independence
(1992) it preserved the Soviet principle of nationality and gave its nation a linguistic as well as a
2

Christian identity. The Kurds are a protected minority, both as a language community (Kurds)
and as a religious one (Yazidis).
♦ Azerbaijan, as a former Soviet republic (from
1936), took a different development. As a Muslimdominated country, it introduced an ethnically
neutral, political nation model in 1992. Nonetheless, the Kurds are a protected “national” minority, but they are drawn into the conflict over the
autonomous region of Nagorno-Karabakh, which
neighbouring Armenia controls militarily.
♦ With the founding of modern Turkey (1923), the
Kurds lost their privileges as Muslims. With the
introduction of Turkish nationalism as a state doctrine (1928), they became a linguistic minority.
They enjoy protection under the European Convention on Human Rights of the Council of Europe, but not – like in Armenia and Azerbaijan –
as a "national minority".
♦ Iran introduced a political concept of nationhood
by constitution in 1906, whereby the Muslim
Kurds lost their privileges. As a result of Iranian
nationalism as a new state doctrine (1935), they
became a linguistic minority. With the Islamic
Revolution (1979), they regained privileges as
Muslims and minority protection as Christians.
♦ Since its foundation (1925), Iraq has seen itself
as a confessional nation (Ottoman Empire). As
Muslims, the Kurds lost their privileges with the
end of the monarchy (1958) and became a (partly
persecuted) linguistic minority as a result of the
turn towards Arab nationalism. In 1970, they were
granted nation status with territorial autonomy,
which continued with the 2005 constitution.
♦ As successor state of the Ottoman Empire, Syria
also adopted the model of the confessional nation. With the turn towards Arab nationalism (from
1958), the Kurds became a linguistic minority, but
without rights of protection or autonomy. During
the Syrian civil war, the Kurdish-dominated region
of Rojava in northern and eastern Syria came to
secede.

Conflict Solutions link Horizontal and
Vertical Separation of Powers
♦ As the comparison of the country examples with
a population of Kurdish identity shows, their social integration depends on the concept of nation.
Where constitutions defined it as a community of
will, Muslim Kurds lost their leadership role.
Therefore, Kurdish organisations prefer the nationality principle from the 19th century, but today
not as a religion, but as a language community.
♦ The internal constitution of states is subject to the
sovereignty principle of international law. Therefore, human and minority rights or democratic

This conclusion appeared separately as Topic in
Fovus 1/2022 (23.1.2022) on the same website.
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principles cannot be imposed from outside. All the
more important are international treaties on a voluntary basis, in which the states concerned agree
to standards and accept international controls.
♦ The European standard in the protection of human rights and minorities is high from a global
perspective because it is flanked by a sanction
mechanism, the European Court of Human
Rights. Armenia, Azerbaijan and Turkey are subject to monitoring by the UN and the Council of
Europe, which offers the Kurds protection from
discrimination, at least normatively.
♦ The Kurds in Iran, Iraq and Syria, on the other
hand, are only protected by UN human rights documents. Further standards depend on the political system, i.e. on forms of separation of powers.
In Iran, they partly benefit from regional self-government, in Iraq even from territorial autonomy.
The Syrian Kurds have taken special rights by
force.
♦ Kurdish organisations from Turkey, Iraq, Iran and
Syria raise the issue of "confederal" state models.
However, they refer less to constitutional reforms
of their respective nation states. Rather, they are
striving for closer cooperation between the (partly
autonomous) Kurdish regions with the perspective goal of establishing a state.
♦ The aspiration of a separate state is a top priority
for most Kurdish parties. In states with Kurdish
minorities, there is thus a growing distrust of
forms of democratic participation and regionalisation. The fear of separatism can only be removed
from the governments if international law is respected and promoted again.
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